INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
MODEL HSR THRUST RESTRAINTS

A. Install vibration isolation system (hangers, floor mounts, or base with isolators) per manufacturer's Instruction. Level equipment prior to installation of thrust restraints.

B. Install one set of thrust restraint brackets, springs and hardware on each side of the unit at the discharge outlet (for thrust in tension) or at the inlet (for thrust in compression). Note that thrust restraints must be located along centerlines of discharge or inlet. Maintain correct orientation with respect to direction of airflow.

C. The bracket opposite the fan must be attached to a structural component that will withstand the fan thrust.

D. Before startup of fan, adjust nuts for 3/8" (10 mm) clearance by preloading the spring. The 3/8" (10 mm) gap between nut "A" and the bracket will prevent excessive movement of the fan during start-up.

E. The preloading of the spring is designed to provide a counteractive force opposite in direction to the fan thrust but slightly less in magnitude. After start-up the fan thrust being greater than the restraining force will cause the fan to move in the direction opposite that of the airflow.

F. After start-up and after the entire air distribution system has been balanced, a final adjustment should be made to nut "B" so that the gap from nut "A" to the bracket is 3/8" (10 mm) as shown.